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1. Introduction. In 1967 D. A. Foulser [l] defined a class of finite

Veblen Wedderburn systems called X-systems. These systems include

regular nearfields and Andre systems. However there are other finite

Veblen Wedderburn (VW) systems which are not X-systems. Hall

systems and the new class of (C)-systems obtained from the excep-

tional (irregular) nearfields [3] are VW systems which are not X-

systems. The main aim of this paper is to deduce a set of necessary

and sufficient conditions under which an arbitrary VW system is a

X-system. Using this characterization it is shown in §3 that an isotopic

or an anti-isotopic image of a X-system is a X-system.

2. Throughout this paper Foulser's notation [l] is followed. Let

F( + , •) be a left VW system of order qd where q = p", p is a prime,

d and 5 are natural numbers. Let a be a prime such that a divides

(p'd — 1) but does not divide (p" — l) for 0<t<d. Prime <r exists

except in the following cases (Foulser [l, Lemma 1.1, p. 380]):

(i) d = 2, q is a prime of the form 2X — 1;

(ii) d = 6 and q = 2.
Definition 2.1. Let t = o in the nonexceptional case and t = 2x in

the exceptional case (i).

Exceptional case (ii) does not enter our discussion since Foulser [l]

proved that there are no X-systems of order 26 with kern K = GF(2).

Let Ni, Nm and K denote left nucleus, middle nucleus and kern in the

VW system F( + , •) respectively.

Lemma 2.1. Let F( + , •) be an arbitrary (left) VW system of order

q2 where q is a prime of the form 2x — \ with kern K = G F(q). If Ntr\Nm

contains a subgroup G = (g) of order 2X, then F( + , •) is generated by

\ g, 1} as a right vector space over the kern K where 1 is the multiplicative

identity in F( + , •)•

Proof. Since F( + , •) is a right vector space of dimension two over

the kern K, the lemma is proved if it is shown that 1 and g are linearly

independent over K. Suppose there exist a and b in K — GF(q) such

that a+g-b = 0 and at least one of a and b are distinct from 0. We

then obtain that both a and b are distinct from 0 and g = ( — a)-b~1

EGF(q), a contradiction since g is of order 2X and no element of

GF(q) is of order 2X.
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Lemma 2.2. Let F( + , •) be a (left) Veblen Wedderburn system of

order q4 with kern K of order q = p' where p is a prime, s and d are nat-

ural numbers, d>2 and if p = 2 and s = l then dy±6. If the loop F'(-)

contains a power associative element g of order t, then the subgroup

G={g) generates F(+, •) as a right vector space over K. Further the set

F= {1, g, ' - ' , gd_1} M a basis.

Proof [2, Theorem 2.1].

We now assume the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2.1. F(+, ■) is a (left) VW system of order qd with

kern K = GF(q) and qy^-2 if d = 6. The group NiC\Nm contains a cyclic

subgroup G = {g) of order t with the property x-g = gt{x)-x for all

xEF' where t(x)=q"{x) (mod a) for some mapping p.: F'-^Ij (integers

modulo d).

Using the fact that gENtr\Nm and g is of order r the property

stated in Hypothesis 2.1 may be written as

(2.1) x-g* = g«^x)-x   for all x E F'.

The following is a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.

Lemma 2.3. Let F( + , •) be a VW system satisfying Hypothesis 2.1.

Then F( + , •) is generated by {1, g, • • • , gd_1} as a right vector space

over the kern K = GF(q).

Let F(-f, •) be a VW system satisfying Hypothesis 2.1. Lemma 2.3

implies that if x, y are arbitrary elements from F( + , •)» then there

exist elements a,-, &,- in GF(q), 0^i<d, such that x= 2Z?Io g*-o» and

y— ^jJo g'-bi. We now define a new multiplication '*' as

d-l d-l

x*y = EE gi+1'-(ai-bj).
i=o y-o

Lemma 2.4. Let F(-\-, •) be a VW system satisfying Hypothesis 2.1.

Then F(-\-, *) is afield.

Proof. Obviously F(+, *) is a commutative ring with multiplica-

tive unity. The unity of F'(-) is the unity of F'(*). Let Oy^xEF.

We now show that there is a unique yEF' such that x * y = 1. Since

0=^x, there is a unique zEF' such that *•*=■= 1. Let z= E?-o U*"0*.

*- StoV'ft* and y= ££o g*"w • a,-. Then

1 = *•« - x- Er-a< = £ (r"U'-x)-a,- = £   (r"W- £*'•»/)■««
t=o i-o •—o y—o

d-l d-l

- £ E g***+H*rht) =y*x = x*y.
,-_o y=o
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This completes the proof of the lemma.

For any x£Fletxr* be defined inductively as x * x = x2*, x * x(r_1)*

= xr*. The following are easy consequences of the definition of the

multiplication *.

(i) tr = f,
(2.2)      (ii) f-a = g**a,

d-l d-l

(iii) If x = X) «''■««•» thenx«r* = X) giq'-<ii
.'-0 i=0

where (g) = G of Hypothesis 2.1, a, OiEGF(q), 0^i<d and xEF.

Lemma 2.5. A VW system F(+, •) satisfying Hypothesis 2.1 is a

\-system.

Proof. Let x^O^y be arbitrary elements of Fwithx= El-o£*"°»

and y = E?-o £*•&.•• Then

*-y = »• E r'-6.- = E fw •*)■»« = E E «*f*'w-(a.-ii)
,—o »=o »'=o i=o

= x*y^(x)*.

(Here we have used Equations (2.1) and (2.2).) The theorem now

follows from Lemma 2.1 of Foulser [l] by taking p.(x) as the mapping

X(x) from F'—*Id (integers modulo d).

Lemma 2.6. Let F( + , o) be a\-system of order qdwith kern K = GF(q)

of order q = p', where p is a prime and d and s are natural numbers. Then

the group NiC^Nm contains a subgroup G = (g) of order r. If qd^9, the

cyclic subgroup G is the unique subgroup of order r contained in ~NiC\Nm.

If qd — 9, then there are three cyclic subgroups of order r contained in

Ni(~\Nm. Further x o g = g" ' o x for all xEF' where X(x) is the map-

ping used to define the \-system.

Proof. Let Nu and Nv be the subgroups of NiC\Nm defined in

[l, §2.4]. Let T = 2*. Then u = (q-l) and t = q+l =2x = r and Nu

itself is of order 2X. In the nonexceptional case t = o, the following

congruences

u = 0 (mod (qd — 1))    for 0 < m < d and m \ d,

qd = 1 (mod o)    and qk ̂  1 (mod o) for 0 < k < d

imply ((qd — \)/u) =t=0 (mod c). From this congruence it follows

that Nu contains a unique cyclic subgroup of order a. Since NU(ZNV

and Nv is a cyclic subgroup (Foulser [l, §2.4]), we may conclude that
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Nt contains a unique cyclic subgroup of order a. Let H be a subgroup

of Ni of order <r and H= (h). Since H is of prime order, it is generated

by every nonidentity element of H. Let \(h)=k. Here X(x) is the

mapping used by Foulser to define the X-system. Then X(x o y) =X(x)

+X(y) (mod d) for all xENt and all yEF' (Foulser [l, §5.1]). From

this it follows that \(hd) = d\(h) =dk (mod d) implying ~K(h) = 0. Since

a>d, hd is not the identity and therefore (hd) = H. His a subgroup of

Nv since hENt and \(h) =0 (Foulser [l, §5.1]). Thus in either case Nt

contains a cyclic subgroup of order a which is the unique subgroup

of order <r contained in Nv. Foulser [l, Lemma 5.2, p. 387] has shown

that N, is the unique subgroup of order Nt contained in NiC\Nm

except in the case qd = 9 and Nir\Nm contains three cyclic subgroups

of order t in the case qd = 9. The last part of the Lemma is a direct

consequence of the definition of a X-system.

Collecting the results of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 we may state the

following

Theorem 2.1. An arbitrary VW system F(+, ■) of order qd with

kern K = GF(q) of order q = p* where p is a prime, d and s are natural

numbers (qy±2,if d = 6) is a \-system if, and only if, the group Ni(~\Nm

contains a cyclic subgroup G = (g) of order r with the property x-g

= g"-x)-x for all xEF', where t(x)=q"(x) (mod r) for some mapping

p.: F'—>Id (integers modulo d). If qdy±32, the subgroup G is the unique

cyclic subgroup of order t contained in Ni(~\Nm.

3. Let F( + , •) and Fi( + , o) be two VW systems. Let R be a 1-1

additive mapping from F onto Fu and a, bEF'. If (x-y)R = (x-a)R

o (b-y)R for all x, yEF, then (R, a, b) is said to be an isotopism of

F( + , ■) onto Fi( + , o). If xRo (x-y)R=(b-y)R for all x, yEF',
where x-x = b-a, then (R, a, b) is said to be an anti-isotopism from

F( + , ■) onto 7i( + , o). The proof of the following lemma may be

found in Foulser [l].

Lemma 3.1. Let (R, a, b) be an isotopism (or anti-isotopism) from

F( + , ■) onto F(-\-, o). Let Ni and Nm be left and middle nuclei respec-

tively of F(-\-, •), Nn and Nim be left and middle nuclei respectively of

Fi( + , o). Then (R, a, b) induces the following isomorphisms:

(i) fft: x-^(x-b-a)R for all xENi, o-t is an isomorphism from Ni

onto Nu (or Nim),

(ii) o-m: x-+(b-x-a)Rfor all xENm, <rm is an isomorphism from Nm

onto Nim (or Nu).

In what follows, let F(+, •) be a X-system of order qd with

kern GF(q) and 7i( + , o) be an isotope (or an anti-isotope) of F(+, •)

under (R, a, b).
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Lemma 3.2. The mapping o~i maps NiC\Nm onto Nuf~\Nim isomor-

phically.

Proof. Let xENiC\Nm. Then xaENmm) by Lemma 3.1. It may be

easily verified that x-b = b-x' where t = qd-Wb'> (mod t) and x'ENm

■x<Ti=(x-b-a)R = (b-x'-a)R = x'crmENimii) by Lemma 3.1. It then

follows that xaiENur\Nim. Obviously <r» is an isomorphism from

Ntr\Nm onto Nur\Nim.

Lemma 3.3. Nur\Nim contains a cyclic subgroup Gi of order r.

Proof. Nif\Nm contains a cyclic subgroup G of order r by Theorem

2.1. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that Gai is a desired cyclic subgroup

of Nur\Nin.

Lemma 3.4. Let (R,a,b) be an isotopism andzEF',xENiC\Nm. Then

((b-z) -a)R o (x-b-a)R= (b-x'-a)R o ((b-z)-a)R where t^q'i (mod t),

with ti=\(b-z)—\(b).

Proof.

((b-z)-x)R= ((b-z)-a)Ro(b-x)R

= ((b-z)-a)Ro((b-x-a)R)o(b)R.

A simple computation gives (b-z)-x = xm-(b-z) = (xm-b)-z = b-x'-z

where m = qHb'), t = qtl (mod t) with <i=X(/>-2)— \(b) (mod d). We

then have

((b-z)-x)R= (b-x'-z)R= (b-x'-a)Ro(b-z)R

= ((b-xt-a)Ro((b-z)-a)R)o(b)R.

From (3.1) and (3.2), it follows that

((b-z)-a)Ro(x-b-a) R = (b-x'-a)Ro ((b-z)-a)R.

Lemma 3.5. Let (R, a, b) be an isotopism and yENur\Ni„ and

uEF'. Then u o y = yl o u with l = q^w (mod t) where p(u) is a map-

ping from F' into Id-

Proof. (b-xt-a)R = (xt-"m-b-a)R = ((x-b-a)R)m where w = /-gxtH

— qti+\ib) -q>,(b-i) since ffl js an isomorphism. Let u = ((b-z)-a)R,

(x-b-a)R = y. From Lemma 3.4 we obtain

(3.3) uoy = ylou   where   / = ?Xft-') = q"M.

Since the mapping R is 1-1 and onto, by letting z range over F' and

x range over Ntr\Nm, we obtain that (3.3) is true for arbitrary uEF'

and arbitrary yENitr\Nim. Hence the lemma.
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Theorem 3.1. An isotopic image of a \-system is a \-system.

Proof. Let F(+, •) be aX-system and 7i(+, o) is an isotopic image

of F( + , •) under (R, a, b). From Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, it follows that

the group Nuf^Nim contains a cyclic subgroup Gx of order t satisfying

conditions of Theorem 2.1. Hence the theorem.

Lemma 3.6. Let (R, a, b) be an anti-isotopism and zEF', xENi

r\Nm. Then ((b-z)-a)Ro (x-b-a)R = (b-x'-a)Ro ((b-z)-a)R, where

t = qH (mod t) with h = — X(w) — \(b) (mod a) where u is the solution of

the equation u-((b-u)-a)=b-a.

Proof. Since (R, a, b) is an anti-isotopism we have

(3.4) xR o (x-y)R = (b-y)R   for all x, y E F' where x-x = b-a.

From (3.4) and the relations & = ((b-z) -a), u-v = x-b-a, and U"U = b-a

we obtain

(3.5) ((b-z)-a)Ro(x-b-a)R= (J-x«d"X(u) -((b-z)-a))R

where u■ ((b■ z)• a) =b-a. Similarly (4.15) and the relations w = b-x'-a,

w-e=(b-z)-a, and w-w = b-a imply

(3.6) (b-x'-a)Ro((b-z)-a)R = (b-x«d~Hu)-((z-b)-a))R

where u-((z-b)-a)=b-a. The lemma follows from (3.5) and (3.6).

Lemma 3.7. Let (R, a, b) be an anti-isotopism and yENuf\Nim

and wEF{. Then w o y=yl o w with l = q^w) (mod r), where p(w) is a

mapping from F{ into Id-

Proof: Since o-j is an isomorphism from Ni onto Nm, it follows that

(b-x'-a)R=(x'-qxw-b-a)R = ((x-b-a)R)m, where m = t-q*w (mod t).

Let w = ((b-z)-a)R and y = (x-b-a)R where zEF' and xENiC\Nm.

Then from Lemma 3.6 we obtain

(3.7) w o y = yl o w   where   I = q*-*M = q*M.

Since the mapping is 1-1 onto, by letting z range over F' and x over

NiC\Nm, we obtain that (3.7) is true for arbitrary uEF' and arbitrary

yENuC^Nim. Hence the lemma.

Theorem 3.2. ^4ra anti-isotopic image of a \-system is a \-system.

The proof follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7 and Theorem 2.1.
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